
Animo is proud to introduce the new ComBi-line. This coffee machine brews high-quality filter 
coffee for up to 500 persons in a short time. Now fully updated with a new modern design, higher hot 
water-capacity (W-models) and led-lighted container interface. 
 
Other new features include the capacitive touch user interface to program coffee settings and different 
onscreen options, for instance showing the private company label or following the brewing process. 
ComBi-line is CB certified - so very safe in use - and reliable and flexible in every situation. 

 

 

ComBi-line is equipped with a fast-filter system and the containers are insulated so the coffee stays 

warm until it’s served. The largest machine has a capacity of up to 1.280 cups (160 litres) per hour. 

W-models have an extra hot water dispenser in the brewing unit with a high capacity hot water of  

up to 60 litre per hour. 

A buffet arrangement or a separate jug for every table? Want to serve more than just coffee? 
Is there electricity available at the place of consumption? Fine-tune the coffee installation to the 
requirements. A ComBi-line set-up combines a continuous flow water heater and one or two  
containers. The containers can be placed on a buffet, counter or serving trolley. 
 

Animo equipment is a durably investment in every way. The stainless steel housing is both 
indestructible and completely recyclable. The other components are made of high-quality and durable 
materials. Animo pays a great deal of attention to the use of energy. The water dispensers and the 
double walled systems are strongly heat insulating. And with the energy saving mode, all energy ends 
up in your coffee or tea. 
 
Animo ComBi-line is designed for professionals who want to serve great coffee to large groups of 
people at the same time, who wish to exceed expectations instead of just fulfilling them and love to 
drink the best filter coffee there is. 
 
Find more information at: www.animo.eu/combi-line 
Animo’s ComBi-line is available now! 
 
 
 

We make coffee machines and equipment for people who want to serve good coffee. User-friendly 
machines with a variety of options that are durable and convenient to maintain. Our machines deliver 
a wide range of fresh, hot beverages time after time. Everything from freshly ground espresso, 
cappuccino or latte macchiato to tea, hot chocolate and instant soup. We’ve been doing business for 
over 65 years in more than 75 countries worldwide. Because good coffee takes a good machine. 
And a good machine takes experience, expertise and dedication. 
 

 


